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Welcome

Wow! With over 200 new routes in
Europe and over 300 in North America,
the last four weeks have seen an
increase in positivity in the industry.
However, the collapse of Stobart Air in
Ireland is a stark reminder that most
airlines all over the world are still in a
precarious financial position, and that
nothing should be taken for granted.

www.anker-report.com

Go Europe! airports celebrate over
200 new airline routes in last 4 weeks
While getting aviation traffic flows restarted does not appear to
have been a major topic of conversation for the leaders of the
G7 nations during their meeting in the somewhat unlikely
setting of Cornwall in the south-west of the UK, airlines have
been showing some signs of recovery during the last four
weeks. Not only have several major airlines (notably easyJet,
Ryanair and Wizz Air) seen considerable growth in their
operations according to the latest Eurocontrol data, but they
have also been surprisingly busy launching new routes.
209 new routes noted in last four weeks
The ANKER Report has identified just over 200 new services
launched by airlines involving European airports during the last
four weeks (15 May to 11 June) since our last issue. That is
more than twice as many as the 80 new routes we reported on
in the last issue. At the beginning of the analysis period over
550 routes were in the database as possibly starting during this
period. However, after detailed checks, well over half of these
routes have either been delayed until after 11 June, or have
now been withdrawn from sale.
Wizz Air (41 new routes) and Ryanair (30) alone accounted for
over one-third of all these new routes. Other (U)LCCs
celebrating multiple route launches included SkyUp (14), Blue
Air (12), Volotea (12), easyJet (eight) and Eurowings (eight).
Among flag-carries, Aegean Airlines and Lufthansa both added
six new routes, LOT Polish Airlines and Luxair both added four
new routes, while TAP Portugal added three new destinations
from Lisbon. Turkish Airlines launched a new US service to New
York EWR and used its subsidiary AnadoluJet to launch several
new international routes from Turkish airports other than
Istanbul IST.

Albania and Russia show seat growth versus 2019
Though airlines continue to tweak their schedules as travel
restrictions are eased (or not), schedule data for June as a
whole should now be fairly accurate, with almost half the
month having already operated. Analysis of Cirium Data and
Analytics schedule information for June 2021 and June 2019,
reveals how quickly each of Europe’s country markets are
recovering in terms of seat capacity.
Two countries (one small and one large) are already showing
capacity growth relative to 2019. Albanian seat capacity is up
29% in June, while airports in European Russia are showing a
net seat gain of just over 4%. Passenger numbers at Russia’s
airport certainly support this robust recovery (see page 2 for
details), while Tirana’s April traffic performance confirms the
market as doing much better than most.
UK near the bottom of recovery in June
Despite the success of its vaccination programme, the UK is
languishing sixth from bottom among countries for capacity
recovery in June. Only the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ireland,
Finland and Slovenia are currently seeing a slower recovery in
their air travel markets.
With no new countries added to the ‘green list’ (and Portugal
removed from it), the UK appears to be prioritising a return to
‘normal’ life within the UK, rather than worrying about the UK’s
airline, airport and travel industry. Certainly many people are
planning ‘staycations’ in the UK, rather than endure the risks
and hassles of international travel, which even now, are not
making any concessions to the increasing proportion of the
population who have had both of their vaccination jabs.

Honourable mention should also be
made of American Airlines and Delta Air
Lines, both adding new transatlantic
services despite the fact that Europeans
are still basically barred from entering
the US.
900 more new routes by end of July?
Between now and the next issue of The
ANKER Report (in six weeks’ time on
Monday 26 July), the New European
Route Database (NERD) is currently
showing almost 900 (!) possible new
routes. Again, many will likely be
delayed further (possibly into next year)
or may be abandoned completely, but
there is clear evidence that Europe’s
airlines, especially those at the low-cost
end of the market, are seizing
opportunities to move into new markets
with both hands.

In this issue we look at the very latest
flight, passenger and schedule data to
see what trends are revealed and also
analyse some of the developments
among Europe’s low-cost carriers and
their new bases. We also take a closer
look at the Norwegian domestic
market which has seen Wizz Air
withdraw from the market but will
soon welcome newcomer Flyr.
Eurocontrol data looking better

When The ANKER Report last published
in mid-May, Eurocontrol was showing
flight movements as being down around
63% compared with May 2019. Four
weeks on and the deficit has been
reduced to minus 53%. Nearly all major
airlines have seen a gradual ramp up in
operations, but it has been particularly
Ralph Anker (ralph@anker-report.com) noticeable among the region’s (U)LCCs.

In North America we analyse Breeze’s
planned network, and the latest
capacity and passenger figures from
Canada, Mexico and the US. Check out
www.airserviceone.com for the latest
content from The ANKER Report.

Both Ryanair and Wizz Air have seen
rapid growth in their flight numbers in
recent weeks. It is worth noting that
Wizz Air’s reported load factor for May
was 66% (with 832,538 passengers
carried), up from 59% in April (when it
carried 564k passengers), while Ryanair
carried 1.8 million passengers in May at
a load factor of 79%, which is up from
67% in April 2021 (and 1m passengers).
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Istanbul and Moscow airports still tops for traffic in April
Airport passenger statistics for well over 400 airports in
Europe showed, once again, that in Istanbul and Moscow
were the busiest cities in Europe for air travel in April.
Moscow’s three main airports handled over five million
passengers, while Istanbul’s welcomed over three
million. However, it was Istanbul’s still relatively new
mega-airport that was the busiest in Europe, and the
only one to handle over two million passengers. Airports
in Russia and Turkey filled the top six places in April.
Madrid leading airport in western Europe
It was close, with barely 2,400 passengers the difference,
but Madrid just edged out Frankfurt as western Europe’s
busiest airport in April, though both failed to reach the
one million passenger mark. Then came Paris CDG and
Amsterdam.
Just outside the top 10 was Sochi, where passenger
numbers were up 66% compared with April 2019. This
ranked it 11th ahead of Antalya, Kiev KBP and London
LHR.
Heathrow has been gradually slipping down the rankings
from sixth in December to 12th in January and then 13th
in February and March. Now it ranks 14th and could
easily slip out of the top 15 altogether during the
summer as the UK government continues to suppress
demand with few countries on its ‘green list’ from which
quarantine is not required on return. Traffic figures
released on Friday 11 June show that Heathrow handled
675,000 passengers in May, up significantly on its April
figure, but still down 90% compared with May 2019.
Russian airports recovering most quickly
Looking across Europe at the leading airport(s) in each
country and how April 2021 demand compares with April
2019, the top three airports by that metric were all in
Russia, with Moscow DME, Moscow VKO and St.
Petersburg all reporting passenger figures at over 75% of
the level achieved two years ago.
The most impressive airport outside of Russia and Turkey
is Tirana in Albania, where demand was at over 40% of
pre-pandemic levels. At the other end of the scale were
Hungary, Ireland and Iceland, where passenger demand
was still down in excess of 95% in April compared with
April 2019. Budapest, Dublin and Reykjavik KEF are the
dominant airports in these countries, though in Iceland
the downtown Reykjavik RKV airport is now handling as
many passengers as the capital’s main airport thanks to
its domestic network.
Among Europe’s major hubs (highlighted in red),
Heathrow (7.9% of 2019 traffic) is languishing some way
behind Amsterdam (12.9%), Paris CDG (14.1%), Frankfurt
(16.3%), Madrid (19.5%) and Istanbul IST (37.8%). At a
country level the UK is at just 5% of 2019 traffic levels
compared with Germany at 11%, France at 12%, Italy at
13% and Spain at 16%.

Stobart Air ceases all flights; biggest impact at Belfast City and Dublin
On the morning of Saturday 12 June, Stobart Air (IATA
code RE) announced that it was suspending all services
with immediate effect. Established as Aer Arann as long
ago as 1970, the airline changed its name to Stobart Air
in 2014. In recent times the airline had been operating as
a franchise carrier for Aer Lingus (under the Aer Lingus
Regional brand) and had also flown on behalf of Flybe,
before that airline ceased operations last March, just
before the pandemic struck.
However, last November, after a competitive tendering
process it was announced that the Aer Lingus Regional
contract would pass to start-up Emerald Airlines,
beginning in 2023. Whether this carrier, which is still
apparently awaiting its AOC, will find its launch fasttracked remains to be seen.
Nine UK routes from Belfast BHD and five from Dublin
Stobart Air was operating six routes from Belfast BHD
with additional new routes set to start in the next few
weeks; Cardiff (28 June), Newquay (28 June) and
Glasgow (1 July). On Sunday 13 June, Aer Lingus’ website
was showing that Aer Lingus and BA CityFlyer had
stepped in to operate replacement flights on many of
the routes. At that time, the domestic services from
Dublin to Donegal (four hours by road) and Kerry (three
and a quarter hours by road) were not on the list of
replacement services
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Ryanair returns to Belfast City after a decade away with eight new
routes to Italy, Spain and Portugal; easyJet still leads way in Belfast
Ryanair recently resumed service from George Best
Belfast City Airport (IATA code BHD) in Northern Ireland
after an absence of just over a decade. Between October
2007 and October 2010, the Dublin-based ULCC had
offered domestic flights from Belfast BHD to Bristol, East
Midlands, Glasgow PIK, Liverpool and London STN.
Belfast BFS base opened in summer 2016
Thereafter it ignored the Belfast market, before making
Belfast International Airport (IATA code BFS) a base in
March 2016, when it launched 4-daily service to London
LGW. International flights to 10 destinations were added
between September 2016 and November 2016, with
four routes each to Poland and Spain and one each to
Germany (Berlin SXF) and Italy (Milan BGY).
Though Gatwick flights ended in October 2017, domestic
flights to London STN and Manchester were added in
March 2018. These were Ryanair’s last new routes from
Belfast BFS until now.
Last summer, during the pandemic, the network was cut
from 15 to eight routes. Currently, Ryanair has just six
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routes on sale this summer from Belfast BFS; Gdansk,
Krakow and Warsaw WMI in Poland, Alicante and
Malaga in Spain, and Milan BGY in Italy.
Eight routes on offer from Belfast City this summer
A total of eight routes (of which six are to destinations in
Spain) are now on sale from Belfast BHD this summer
with Ryanair. Alicante, Barcelona and Malaga flights all
began on 1 June, followed by Faro and Palma de
Mallorca on 2 June.
Valencia flights are set to begin on 1 July, Ibiza on 2 July
and Milan BGY on 3 July. By the end of July, Ryanair
should be operating 39 weekly flights across its eight
routes, though that could still change.

until Stobart Air announced on 12 June that it had
ceased all operations with immediate effect (see page 2).
Services to Cardiff, Glasgow and Newquay had yet to
launch. However, rescue flights on the six remaining
routes (Birmingham, East Midlands, Edinburgh, Exeter,
Leeds Bradford and Manchester) have been announced
by Aer Lingus to be performed by a mix of its own A320series aircraft or BA CityFlyer’s currently underutilised 98
-seat Embraer E190s. Given that Ryanair has previously
operated UK domestic routes, it will be interesting to see
if it can persuaded to take on any of these routes.

easyJet still #1 in Belfast market this summer
easyJet remains the dominant carrier in the Belfast
market with 251 weekly departures planned by the end
of July, all from Belfast BFS. Then comes Aer Lingus with
141 weekly flights from Belfast BHD spread across 10 UK
routes. Apart from the London LHR service, these are all
operated by Stobart Air’s ATR 72s. Or at least they were,
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Wizz Air waves farewell to Norwegian domestic market as Flyr gets
ready to launch from end of June; Norwegian’s future more secure
Well it was an interesting experiment, but Wizz Air’s
attempt to shake up the Norwegian domestic market
and make some money, has come to an end, as the
airline ceased the last of its remaining routes this
weekend (13 June). With Norwegian’s future apparently
uncertain at the end of last year, and ‘only’ SAS for
competition on most of the trunk route, Wizz Air clearly
felt that there was a market ripe for its business model.
However, negative PR in Norway with regard to its
attitude to unions, the survival of Norwegian and the
emergence of Flyr have all conspired to change the
Norwegian landscape in the last few months.
First flights were last November
Wizz Air’s first Norwegian domestic flights began on 2
November between Oslo and Bergen, Tromsø and
Trondheim. Three more domestic routes launched from
Oslo before the end of November, followed by four more
in December. In addition five other domestic routes
were launched not involving Oslo.
The following is believed to be the dates of operation of
each of the 15 domestic routes operated:
Oslo - Bergen: 2 Nov 2020 to 13 Jun 21
Oslo - Tromsø: 2 Nov 2020 to 13 Jun 21
Oslo - Trondheim: 2 Nov 2020 to 13 Jun 21
Oslo - Aalesund: 27 Nov 2020 to 22 Jan 21
Oslo - Bodø: 27 Nov 2020 to 05 Apr 21
Oslo - Stavanger: 27 Nov 2020 to 13 Jun 21
Oslo - Haugesund: 4 Dec 2020 to 10 Jan 21
Tromsø - Stavanger: 4 Dec 2020 to 11 Apr 21
Trondheim - Stavanger: 4 Dec 2020 to 6 Apr 21
Trondheim - Tromsø: 6 Dec 2020 to 5 Apr 21
Oslo - Harstad/Narvik: 11 Dec 2020 to 25 Apr 21
Oslo - Kirkenes: 15 Dec 2020 to 12 Jan 21
Oslo - Alta: 18 Dec 2020 to 24 Jan 21
Trondheim - Bodø: 5 Dec 2021 to 5 Jan 21
Tromsø - Bodø: 5 Dec 21 to 5 Dec 21 (just 1 flight!)
Analysis of operations data provided by Cirium Data and
Analytics reveals that the Oslo-Bergen route operated
171 times up to the end of May, while the Tromsø-Bodø
route appears to have operated just once.
Flyr to start domestic routes from 30 June
Flyr will begin service on 30 June between Oslo and
Tromsø. Bodø and Harstad/Narvik flights are set to
follow on 1 July followed by Bergen and Trondheim
(both from 16 August). All domestic routes will be served
at least daily with Trondheim and Tromsø set to be
served 3-daily on weekdays and Bergen 5-daily on
weekdays, when operations really get going from midAugust. However, by then SAS and Norwegian may have
increased their weekly flights depending on demand.

It’s PLAY time in Iceland - but not on Wednesdays
Following in the footsteps of Iceland Express (2003-2012)
and WOW air (2012-2019), Iceland now has another new
airline, aiming to compete with national carrier
Icelandair. PLAY (IATA code OG, formerly held by
Thailand’s One-Two-Go Airlines) recently received its
AOC and will soon be taking delivery of the first of three
A321neos, with which it plans to launch service to seven
European destinations, starting with London STN in June.
The full list of destinations planned from Reykjavik/
Keflavik are:
24 June: London STN (4-weekly)
29 June: Tenerife TFS (2-weekly)
2 July: Berlin (4-weekly)

with additional frequencies, either to existing or new
destinations.

travel countries which can actually be reached non-stop
by air.

Given the current situation, all start dates are subject to
change and now that bookings are underway it will be
interesting to see if there are any frequency adjustments
once bookings start to roll in. All seven destinations were
previously served by WOW air. Iceland’s mortality rate
from COVID (at 85 per million of population) is the
lowest of any country in Europe and it would,
presumably, like to keep it that way. France, Spain and
the UK all currently have mortality rates of between
1,600 and 1,900 per million. However, Iceland is one of
the very few countries on the UK’s current ‘green list’ of

Reykjavik/Keflavik traffic down 95%
Passenger numbers at Reykjavik/Keflavik airport have
been down at least 95% since the pandemic started, with
the notable exception of last July and August, when the
airport handled just over 130,000 passengers in both
months. This represented a decline of 85% compared
with 2019. In the first quarter of 2021, Reykjavik/Keflavik
has handled just 50,584 passengers. The downtown
airport in Reykjavik, which handles only domestic flights,
handled 50,869 passengers as a healthy domestic
network continued to operate.

13 July: Alicante (2-weekly)
15 July: Paris CDG (4-weekly)
16 July: Barcelona (2-weekly)
22 July: Copenhagen (4-weekly)
That makes a total off 22 weekly departures split across
three aircraft. As the aircraft rotation plan shows, there
are still several gaps in the schedule that could be filled
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Latest European route news
Routes launched between Saturday 15
May 2021 and Friday 11 June 2021
While every effort has been made to report accurately
on the launch of these new routes, it is possible that by
the time you read this some of the information
regarding flight frequencies and competitor analysis
may have changed, especially given the on-going travel
restrictions imposed by each country.
Aegean Airlines (IATA code A3) has started expanding its
international route network from Greek airports other
than Athens. This summer it plans to introduce some 20
new services mostly from Heraklion, Mykonos and
Thessaloniki. Confirmed route launches so far are;
Heraklion to Warsaw (weekly from 16 May competing
with LOT Polish Airlines), Corfu to London LGW (2weekly from 29 May competing with easyJet and TUI
Airways), Thessaloniki to Zurich (3-weekly from 4 June
competing SWISS), Santorini to Paris CDG (2-weekly
from 5 June competing with Air France), Thessaloniki to
Brussels BRU (up to 3-weekly from 5 June competing
with TUI fly Belgium) and Thessaloniki to London LHR
(up to 3-weekly from 5 June competing with British
Airways). All routes will be operated by the airline’s
A320s. By the end of July, Aegean Airlines plans to
operate some 51 international routes outside of Athens;
19 from Heraklion, 14 from Thessaloniki, seven from
Rhodes, six from Mykonos, four from Corfu and one
from Santorini.
Air Serbia (IATA code JU) added a new destination in
Russia on 4 June when the airline commenced 2-weekly
(Fridays and Sundays) service from Belgrade to Rostovon-Don. The 1,540-kilometre route faces no direct
competition. Air Serbia now serves four destinations in
Russia, the others being Krasnodar, Moscow SVO and St.
Petersburg. Since the start of the pandemic, Air Serbia
has also launched new routes to Oslo (in July 2020) and
Geneva (in March of this year). However, according to
analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics figures, its network
comprises 39 routes from Belgrade this summer,
compared with 48 in 2019.
airBaltic (IATA code BT) has launched three new routes
in the last four weeks, two from Riga and one from
Tallinn. The two new routes from its home base in Latvia
are both to Greece; Heraklion (2-weekly from 15 May)
and Santorini (weekly from 5 June competing with Wizz
Air’s weekly service). The new route from the Estonian
capital is to Nice and will operate 2-weekly (Wednesdays
and Sundays) and faces no competition. airBaltic already
serves Paris CDG from Tallinn. All routes are operated by
the airline’s fleet of Airbus A220-300s.

American Airlines (IATA code AA) on Thursday 3 June
began two new transatlantic routes, both to be served
daily. From Boston the oneworld carrier resumed service
to London LHR, a route it last operated in 2013.
Competition on the route is currently provided by British
Airways and Virgin Atlantic with Delta Air Lines
currently planning to resume service in August. The
second new European route was from New York JFK to
Athens, which is already served 2-daily by Delta Air

Lines. American will also be serving the Greek capital
this summer from Chicago ORD and Philadelphia.
AnadoluJet (IATA code TK) appears to have started five
new routes recently. The Turkish Airlines subsidiary
began holiday flights in mid to late May from Sarajevo
(Bosnia & Herzegovina), Skopje (North Macedonia) and
Sofia (Bulgaria) to Antalya. It also launched a new route
from Pristina to Istanbul SAW which will operate 3weekly and, like many of the routes it has recently
launched from Istanbul SAW, compete directly with
Pegasus Airlines. Finally, a weekly service between
Tabriz in Iran and Izmir was introduced on 3 June. All
these routes will be flown using the airline’s 737-800s.
Bees Airline (IATA code 7B), a new airline based in
Ukraine, has recently started four new international
routes, two to Bulgaria and two to Georgia. From Kiev
IEV it began service to Varna (weekly from 2 June),
Bourgas (2-weekly from 4 June) and Batumi (5-weekly
from 9 June). Wizz Air is a direct competitor on the
Bourgas route. On 11 June, the carrier began 2-weekly
service between Kherson and Tbilisi. All routes are
operated by the airline’s 737-800s, of which it now has
three (UR-UBA, UR-UBB and UR-UBC).

Blue Air (IATA code 0B) has had a busy few weeks
launching an estimated 12 new routes, 11 of which are
new international routes from Romania. From its main
base in Bucharest, Blue Air has added five new
destinations; Munich, Mykonos, Prague, Turin and
Zakynthos. Wizz Air competes directly on the two Greek
routes, while Lufthansa and TAROM already connect the
Romanian capital with the Bavarian hub. From Bacau,
during the first few days of June, Blue Air began service
to Athens, Barcelona and Larnaca, all destinations not
currently served by any other carrier. Wizz Air is the
other major carrier at the airport and although the two
carriers do compete directly on a few routes, they do not
include these new Blue Air destinations. From ClujNapoca the carrier has now added service to
Amsterdam and Larnaca (competing with Wizz Air).
Finally in Romania, Blue Air started 2-weekly service
between Iasi and London LHR on 29 May. Meanwhile in
Italy, Blue Air has begun connecting Turin with Olbia, a
route already served by Volotea.

British Airways (IATA code BA) responded to the UK
government’s decision to place Portugal on its green list
of countries for travel (meaning that quarantine was not
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required when returning to the UK) by launching new
routes to Faro from Edinburgh, Manchester, Newcastle
and Southampton. The Manchester and Newcastle
services were planned to operate with mainline A320s
while the Edinburgh and Southampton links were
operated with E190s from London LCY based BA
CityFlyer. Portugal has since been put back on the amber
list of countries, resulting in a mad rush back to the UK
before the change of status at 04:00 on Tuesday 8 June.
Danish Air Transport (IATA code DX) on 24 May began a
Finnish domestic route between Helsinki and Kajaani.
The 460-kilometre service will be operated as a Public
Service Obligation (PSO) route and will be flown 12weekly using the airline’s ATR 42s. Kajaani is the capital
of the Kainuu Region in central Finland. This is the
airport’s only route at present. Finnair used to operate
the route with up to four daily flights using ATR 72s
flown by Nordic Regional. However, once the pandemic
started frequency was reduced to just one weekly
service from last November until April 2021.
Delta Air Lines (IATA code DL) has added a new service
to Europe with the launch on 20 May of a daily service
between Boston and Reykjavik KEF. The 3,880-kilometre
route is also flown daily by Icelandair. The only other
daily flights between Iceland and the US at the end of
May were from New York JFK (also flown by both Delta
and Icelandair). According to Cirium Data and Analytics
figures, at the end of May there were 37 weekly flights
between the US and Iceland and by the end of June this
should have doubled to 72. For comparison, in August
2019 there were 135 weekly flights between the two
countries.
Eastern Airways (IATA code T3) began three new routes
all at the end of May. On 24 May, the carrier launched its
first ever service to Gibraltar, which is still on the UK’s
green list for travel. The 2-weekly service (Mondays and
Fridays) on the 1,675-kilometre route from
Southampton will be flown using the airline’s E190s and
faces no competition. Four days later a similar service
was launched from Birmingham. The sector length for
this route is 1,830 kilometres. Apart from Eastern
Airways, there will be services between the UK and
Gibraltar this summer provided by British Airways (from
London LHR and London LCY), easyJet (from Bristol,
Edinburgh, London LGW and Manchester) and Wizz Air
(from London LTN). Eastern Airways, on 27 May, has
also introduced a 6-weekly service between Belfast BHD
and Cardiff using its Jetstream 41 fleet. This route also
faces no direct competition. The two airports were
previously linked by Flybe with 2-daily service during the
summer of 2019.

easyJet (IATA code U2) has added a total of eight new
routes during the last four weeks. Five of these were UK
domestic routes; Manchester to Newquay (5-weekly
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two from Düsseldorf. The Dortmund routes are to
Alicante (2-weekly), Catania (3-weekly), Heraklion (3weekly), Kavala (2-weekly), Malaga (2-weekly) and
Naples (2-weekly). Competition is provided by Wizz Air
on the Catania and Heraklion routes. See page 13 for
more on Eurowings’ history at Dortmund. The two new
Düsseldorf routes are to Mykonos and Santorini and will
both operate weekly.

from 24 May competing with Loganair), Belfast BFS to
Bournemouth (2-weekly from 26 May), Edinburgh to
Bournemouth (2-weekly from 27 May), Glasgow to
Newquay (2-weekly from 29 May) and London LGW to
Newquay (3-weekly from 8 June). easyJet last served
Newquay in August 2015 when it operated flights from
Liverpool. It had also briefly operated service from
London SEN during the summer of 2013. The new
domestic routes from Bournemouth are the airline’s first
summer routes from the airport. It has been operating
winter ski flights from its Geneva base since 2005.
easyJet also add new routes from London LTN to
Larnaca (2-weekly from 29 May competing with Wizz
Air) and from Edinburgh to Gibraltar (2-weekly from 5
June). Finally, easyJet added a new Italian domestic
route when it began service between Olbia and Milan
BGY. The service will soon be operating daily and will
compete with Volotea’s 2-daily service. Milan BGY is a
new airport for easyJet and a major base for Ryanair.
However, Ryanair does not operate any flights to Olbia.
EGO Airways (IATA code E3), the new Italian regional
carrier which began operations on 30 March, has added
a new route on 4 June between Cagliari in Sardinia and
Forli. The 600-kilometre route operates 2-weekly
(Mondays and Fridays) using the carrier’s sole E190
(registration I-EGOA). The two airports were last
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connected by direct service in 2009 by WindJet. EGO
Airways’ website is currently listing 12 airports from
which flights can be booked; 10 in Italy plus Ibiza in
Spain and Mykonos in Greece.

Eurowings (IATA code EW) added eight new holiday
routes at the beginning of June, six from Dortmund and
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flydubai (IATA code FZ) continues to expand its range of
European destinations. On 20 May the carrier began
daily service to Istanbul IST from its Dubai base, having
previously served Istanbul SAW until 18 May. Then, on 5
June, it began weekly (Saturday) service to Perm, which
became the carrier’s 11th destination in Russia. With the
exception of Moscow VKO (which is served 5-weekly), all
other routes are currently served just once weekly.

FlyOne (IATA code 5F) finally began service between
Chisinau in Moldova and London LTN on 28 May. Using
an A320, the carrier is currently operating the 2,180kilometre route every Saturday but plans to increase
frequency to 4-weekly in July. Flights are currently on
sale until 15 September. Wizz Air has been operating the
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route since October 2015. FlyOne is not a new carrier in
the UK market having previously operated to London
SEN. According to planespotters.net it currently operates
a fleet of three A320s and one A319.

June the Star Alliance carrier introduced service to Ibiza
(weekly), Kefalonia (2-weekly), Lamezia Terme (2weekly) and Mykonos (weekly). Though planned to
operate with 737s some of the initial flights have seen
the airline’s E195s being used.
Lufthansa (IATA code LH) also added a raft of new
holiday routes from its main hub at Frankfurt, and one
from Munich. Between 21 May and 23 May the German
flag-carrier began new routes to Corfu, Jerez, Kos,
Mykonos and Ponta Delgada all using its A320-series
aircraft. TUI fly Deutschland, Condor and Ryanair
provide competition on one or more of the routes. From
Munich the carrier added a 2-weekly service to Chania, a
route previously flown by both Condor and Eurowings.
Lumiwings (IATA code L9) another recent start-up has
commenced 2-weekly service between Olbia and Parma
using a B737-300. The two airports were last connected
in late 2012 by Air Vallee. Lumiwings’ website currently
lists 11 airports from which flights can be booked; five in
Italy (Forli, Olbia, Palermo, Parma and Trapani), five in
Greece (Corfu, Heraklion, Kefalonia, Rhodes and
Santorini) plus one in Poland (Lodz).

Gulf Air (IATA code GF) has added Mykonos to its
European route network with the start of service on 3
June from Bahrain. The 2-weekly service operates as a
triangle with Athens, resulting in the aircraft routing
Bahrain-Mykonos-Athens-Bahrain. Gulf Air’s biggest
European route is London LHR, which is planned as 2daily. However, Bahrain was moved from amber to red
on the UK’s ‘traffic light’ travel rating on 8 June.

Ryanair (IATA code FR) has started at least 30 new
routes during the first week of June. All are set to
operate with either two or three weekly frequencies.
Highlights include the return to Belfast BHD after an
absence of a decade (see page 3 for more on Ryanair in
Belfast), the opening of its Venice TSF base (see page 14)
and the airline’s first ever flight to Zagreb in Croatia,
which will become a base later this year. There are six
new domestic routes in Italy and one new domestic
route in Spain, while all the rest are international routes.
Only seven currently have direct competition. The full list
of 30 routes is: BDS-CAG, BDS-PMO, BHD-AGP, BHD-ALC,
BHD-BCN, BHD-FAO, BHD-PMI, CAG-PMO, CGN-LIS, CRLZAG, HHN-JMK, MAN-OTP, MLA-TPS, NAP-AHO, NAPBVA, NAP-KBP, NAP-PMI, PMI-MME, PMI-OTP, PMI-SDR,
TSF-AHO, TSF-ALC, TSF-CHQ, TSF-KGS, TSF-PMI, TSF-SBZ,
TSF-SCV, TSF-TLV, TSF-TPS and VIE-DBV. Of the 60
airports involved in the 30 routes, 23 are in Italy, 11 in
Spain, seven in the UK, four in Romania, three in Greece,
two each in Croatia, Germany and Portugal and one each
in Austria, Belgium, France, Israel, Malta and Ukraine.

Luxair (IATA code LG) has launched no fewer than four
new routes during the last month from Luxembourg. On
15 May it began weekly service to Tivat in Montenegro,
followed on 20 May by weekly service to Thessaloniki in
Greece, then 2-weekly service to La Rochelle in France
starting 22 May, and finally 2-weekly service to Belgrade
in Serbia from 3 June. None of these routes are currently
flown by any other carrier and Luxair will operate the
routes with a mix of its 737s and Q400s.

S7 Airlines (IATA code S7) now serves Heraklion in
Greece from its Moscow DME base. The airline is
currently operating an A321 on the weekly (Tuesday)
service and faces no direct competition. This becomes
the airline’s third route to Greece having served Rhodes
for several years and launched service to Thessaloniki
earlier this year. Looking ahead the airline is set to start
two new routes to Croatia later this month.

HiSky (IATA code H4) appears to have launched service
on two routes from Chisinau in Moldova. On 28 May a 2weekly service to Istanbul was introduced followed on
10 June by a 2-weekly service to St. Petersburg. Both
routes will see competition from Air Moldova and
FlyOne with Turkish Airlines also present on the Istanbul
route and Aeroflot adding further competition on the St.
Petersburg route.
Loganair (IATA code LM) added two more UK domestic
routes to its network, with both starting on 24 May.
Using its ERJ-145s it began 6-weekly (daily except
Saturday) service between Teesside and Bristol and 4weekly service between Liverpool and City of Derry in
Northern Ireland. The former route is now the airline’s
fifth from Teesside joining Aberdeen, Belfast BHD,
London LHR and Newquay, with Jersey starting later in
June. The latter route used to be served by Ryanair until
the end of 2020. The launch came exactly two years to
the day after Loganair had begun service from
Manchester to City of Derry. However, that service
fizzled out at the end of 2019. Loganair also serves City
of Derry with non-stop service from Glasgow and
London STN.

Nalchik and Petrozavodsk with Pobeda also serving all
three airports from Moscow VKO.

Pegasus Airlines (IATA code PC) added two new
international routes at the end of May. On 23 May the
carrier began weekly service (outbound Sunday night,
return early Monday morning) from Istanbul SAW to
Shymkent in Kazakhstan. The only other service linking
Turkey with Shymkent appears to be a weekly service to
Istanbul IST offered by SCAT Airlines. The second new
route for Pegasus began on 27 May between AlanyaGazipasa and Kiev KBP, a route that will be flown 4weekly and faces no direct competition.

Sky Express (IATA code GQ) continues to use its new
Airbus aircraft to venture into new international
markets. On 16 May the Greek carrier began 5-weekly
service from Athens to Brussels BRU (competing with
Aegean Airlines and Brussels Airlines), followed on 5
June by a new weekly service between the Greek capital
and Paris CDG (this time competing with Aegean Airlines
and Air France). Sky Express already operates
internationally to Larnaca in Cyprus and plans to start
serving London LHR later this summer.

SkyUp Airlines (IATA code PQ) of Ukraine has had a busy
few weeks launching routes from several airports in the

LOT Polish Airlines (IATA code LO) appears to have
added four new holiday destinations from Warsaw
WAW during the last fortnight. Between 28 May and 3
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Pobeda (IATA code DP) dramatically increased its
presence at Moscow SVO at the beginning of June with
the launch of eight new domestic routes. These are to
Cheboksary (daily), Ekaterinburg (daily), Gorno-Altaysk
(3-weekly), Nalchik (daily), Petrozavodsk (3-weekly),
Sochi/Adler (2-daily), St. Petersburg (daily) and Ufa (3daily). Parent company Aeroflot (as well as Nordwind
Airlines) already serves five of these routes, but there is
no direct competition on the routes to Cheboksary,
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country. Keeping track of exactly when its new routes
start is a painstaking business as several routes have
seen their launch dates pushed back several times and
planned new routes have been taken off sale. However,
14 new routes have been confirmed as having started
between 28 May and 6 June using the airline’s 737-800s
and -900s. These are: Kharkiv to Tirana (2-weekly) and
Tivat (4-weekly); Kiev KBP to Bodrum, Corfu, Izmir and
Rhodes (all 3-weekly); Lviv to Tirana (2-weekly) and
Tivat (5-weekly); Odessa to Lviv (3-weekly) and Tivat (4weekly); and finally, Zaporizhzhia to Batumi (2-weekly),
Istanbul (3-weekly), Tirana (2-weekly) and Tivat (4weekly).
Smartavia (IATA code 5N) on 10 June began daily service
on the 690-kilometre sector between Moscow DME and
Saratov. Competition on the route comes from S7
Airlines (8-weekly) and Red Wing Airlines (daily).
Smartavia will use its 737-800s on the route. The airline
is the fourth biggest carrier at Moscow DME after S7
Airlines, Ural Airlines and Red Wing Airlines. Two days
earlier, on 8 June, Smartavia celebrated its one millionth
passenger since the start of 2021. The airline reported
that in 2018 this milestone was reached in mid-October.

Transavia France (IATA code TO) continues to grow its
international network from French regional airports.
During the last four week it has added service between
Lyon and Santorini (2-weekly from 16 May), Lyon and
Rhodes (weekly from 29 May) and between Montpellier
and Stockholm ARN (weekly from 11 June). None of
these routes currently face any direct competition.
Transavia also serves Santorini this summer from
Montpellier, Nantes and Paris ORY, while Rhodes is also
served from Nantes and Orly. At present, the Stockholm
route is only available to book until 13 August.

Wizz Air (IATA code W6) is this month’s European new
route champion with over 40 new services having
launched during the last four weeks. Highlights include
adding Ancona (in Italy), Banja Luka (in Bosnia &
Herzegovina), Genoa (in Italy) and Preveza (in Greece) to
the airline’s ever-expanding network. It also opened new
bases in Bourgas (Bulgaria), Palermo (Italy) and Sarajevo
(Bosnia & Herzegovina). The full list of new routes
launched is BCM-CTA, BOJ-DTM, BOJ-IEV, BOJ-POZ, BOJTLV, BSL-BNX, CLJ-JMK, DSA-ALC, DSA-BOJ, DSA-FAO,
DSC-KSC, DTM-BNX, EIN-BNX, GDN-JTR, JMK-TLV, KRKSPU, MMX-BNX, MXP-CAG, MXP-TLV, NYO-BNX, OLBVRN, PMO-BLQ, PMO-PSA, PMO-TRN, PMO-TSF, PMOVRN, POZ-SPU, RHO-TLV, SJJ-BSL, SJJ-CPH, SJJ-DTM, SJJEIN, SJJ-FMM, SJJ-GOT, SOF-JTR, TIA-AOI, TIA-GOA, TIANYO, TIA-PSR, TSF-OLB and WAW-PVK. Of the 82 airports
involved in these new routes, 21 are in Italy with six each
in Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria and Greece.

SunExpress (IATA code XQ) began a weekly service from
Brussels BRU to Eskisehir on 21 May, with frequency set
to increase to 2-weekly from July. The 2,420-kilometre
route is also served by TUI fly Belgium with a 2-weekly
service. SunExpress also offers weekly service from
Brussels to four other destinations in Turkey; Adana,
Ankara, Antalya and Izmir.

TAP Portugal (IATA code TP) [PICs] has launched three
new routes from Lisbon during the first week of June. On
2 June it commenced 3-weekly (Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays) service on the 2,210-kilometre route to the
Croatian capital, Zagreb. The airline’s A320-series aircraft
will be used to serve the market. The route was
previously flown by fellow Star Alliance carrier Croatia
Airlines. On 5 June, TAP began two new Spanish routes,
to Fuerteventura (weekly) in the Canary Islands and
Ibiza (3-weekly) in the Balearic Islands, using its Embraer
jets. Competition on the Ibiza route is provided by
Vueling. According to Cirium Data and Analytics there
has not been scheduled service between Lisbon and
Fuerteventura for at least 15 years.
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Volotea (IATA code V7) has been extremely busy
recently, opening two new bases in Lyon and Olbia (see
page 10). It has also found time to launch 12 new routes,
of which five were domestic Italian routes (Bologna to
Lampedusa and Pantelleria, and Milan LIN to Catania,
Lampedusa and Pantelleria), two were Spanish domestic
routes (Asturias to both Gran Canaria and Lanzarote)
and one was a French domestic route (Lille-Nice). The
other four were international routes, three between
Lyon and Greek destinations (Corfu, Heraklion and
Santorini) and one between France (Toulouse) and
Luxembourg. Of particular interest is the Linate to
Catania service, operated daily, and competing with
Alitalia and easyJet. The Lille-Nice route, served 4weekly, will see competition from easyJet and Air
France.

Turkish Airlines (IATA code TK) added New York EWR to
its US network on 21 May with the introduction of a
planned daily service from Istanbul IST. A mix of the
airline’s 787-9s and A330-300s are currently operating
the route with 4-weekly flights, though the inaugural
flight utilised a 777-300ER. This becomes the Star
Alliance carrier’s 10th US route joining Atlanta (launched
May 2016), Boston (launched May 2014), Chicago ORD,
Houston IAH (launched April 2013), Los Angeles
(launched March 2011), Miami (launched October 2015),
New York JFK, San Francisco (launched April 2015) and
Washington IAD (launched November 2010). Turkish
Airlines currently has the non-stop US-Turkey market to
itself, as neither American, Delta nor United currently
serve Istanbul.
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Wizz Air Abu Dhabi (IATA code 5W) began a new route
to Europe on 23 May when it introduced 2-weekly
service between Abu Dhabi and Belgrade in Serbia. The
3,830-kilometre route will be flown by the airline’s
A321s and faces no direct competition. Etihad Airways
used to connect the two airports with 2-daily flight in the
summer of 2019, but the service was terminated last
October. Wizz Air Abu Dhabi currently has 29 routes on
sale to 17 countries. Almost two thirds of the routes are
to destinations in Europe.
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Volotea launches two new bases in Lyon and Olbia; now has six bases
in France and seven in Italy as airline becomes all Airbus operator
Volotea opened a new base in the French city of Lyon on
Wednesday 2 June. It is the airline’s sixth base in the
country after Bordeaux, Marseille, Nantes, Strasbourg
and Toulouse. A single A319 will be based at the airport.
Volotea first began serving Lyon in April 2018 and had
been planning to make the airport a base last summer,
but this was delayed due to the pandemic. A total of 29
routes are currently on sale, of which nine are in Spain,
six in France, five in Italy, four in Greece, two in Croatia
and one each in Algeria, Czech Republic and Portugal.
The following is when Volotea first began serving each
destination from Lyon (competitor airlines on route in
August 2021 in brackets):
April 2018: Alicante (1), Palermo (2), Palma de Mall. (3)
May 2018: Cagliari (0)
April 2019: Dubrovnik (1), Prague (0), Split (2), Valencia
(1)
October 2019: Venice VCE (1)
July 2020: Ajaccio (3), Athens (2), Bastia (2), Faro (2),
Figari (3), Malaga (2)
May 2021: Nantes (2)
June 2021: Corfu (1), Heraklion (2), Santorini (1)
July 2021: Bari (1), Biarritz (2), Olbia (2)
September 2021: Caen, Setif
October 2021: Fuerteventura, Gran Canaria, Lanzarote,
Tenerife TFS
April 2022: Bilbao
Many of these routes will operate with just two weekly
frequencies. Notable exceptions are the three domestic
routes to Corsica (Ajaccio, Bastia and Figari) which will
operate 4-weekly this summer. There is plenty of
competition on most of the routes Volotea will serve this
summer from Lyon, with 11 routes being served by two
additional carriers and two routes (Figari and Palma de
Mallorca) being served by a total of four carriers.
Will become fourth biggest carrier in Lyon
Based on current schedule data for August 2021, Volotea
will now be the fourth biggest carrier at the airport in
terms of seat capacity after easyJet, Air France and
Transavia. However, given the current general
uncertainty regarding future operations, things may still
change.
While easyJet has added new routes to Calvi (starting in
June) and Lanzarote (in December 2019) since August
2019, Air France has used its low-cost subsidiary
Transavia to launch a number of new services this
summer. Flights to Palma de Mallorca, Rhodes and
Santorini have already started, with Alicante, Bari, Ibiza,
Menorca, Olbia and Valencia set to be added by the
beginning of July.
Seventh Italian base opens in Olbia on 3 June

Wizz Air)

Volotea opened a new base on Thursday 3 June in Olbia,
on the Italian island of Sardinia. It is the airline’s seventh
base in Italy joining Cagliari, Genoa, Naples, Palermo,
Venice VCE and Verona. Volotea began serving Olbia the
day after the carrier launched operations in April 2012,
with a flight from Venice VCE.

May 2018: Milan BGY (21, easyJet/AlbaStar)

Thanks to the launch of this seasonal base, Volotea is
now offering flights from Olbia to 20 destinations, 15 to
other airports in Italy and five in France. The airline has
gradually grown its network at the airport and,
impressively, has not dropped any of the routes it has
launched in the last nine years. The start dates for the
routes are shown below (weekly frequencies planned for
August 2021 shown in brackets along with other airlines
currently planning service on these routes in August
2021 according to Cirium Data and Analytics):

July 2021: Lyon (1, easyJet/Transavia)

July 2020: Ancona (3, none), Bologna (17, Alitalia/
easyJet/Wizz Air), Pescara (2, none), Pisa (6, Alitalia),
Trieste (2, none)
June 2021: Catania (2, Danish Air Transport), Cuneo (2,
none)
May 2022: Marseille (none in S21)

April 2012: Venice VCE (14, easyJet)

When it first launched, Volotea focussed primarily on
offering flights between airports where no service
existed. As the airline has grown it has increasingly found
itself competing with other carriers and in Olbia this
summer it will face competition on 12 of the 19 routes
flown. The main competitor on the higher volume
domestic routes is easyJet, with Wizz Air providing
competition on the Bologna and Verona routes.

June 2012: Bordeaux (1, easyJet), Palermo (4, none)

Volotea #2 carrier in Olbia after collapse of Air Italy

August 2012: Nantes (2, easyJet)

Based on current schedule data for August 2021, Volotea
will be the second biggest carrier at the airport in terms
of seat capacity after easyJet.

June 2013: Genoa (7, none)
May 2014: Naples (7, easyJet), Turin (14, Blue Air/
easyJet)
April 2015: Strasbourg (1, none)
May 2016: Bari (7, easyJet), Verona (21, easyJet/Neos/
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Apart from Volotea’s three new routes this summer, the
airport has already this year welcomed new services by
Blue Air (to Turin), easyJet (to Milan BGY) and Wizz Air
(to Bologna, Milan MXP, Venice TSF and Verona).
Additional new routes are set to launch this summer
operated by Condor (to Zurich), easyJet (to Bari, Turin
and Verona), EGO Airways (to Florence and Forli),
Lumiwings (to Parma), Transavia (to Lyon), Vueling (to
Florence) and Wizz Air (to Rome CIA, Vienna and Warsaw
WAW).
Looking further ahead, Jet2.com plans to add Olbia to its
route network next summer and expects to serve the
Sardinian airport from Birmingham, Leeds Bradford,
London STN and Manchester.

Back in the summer of 2019 that title belonged to Air
Italy, with Volotea third and Eurowings fourth. Sadly, Air
Italy ceased most of its operations in February 2020,
even before the start of the pandemic.
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easyJet opens seasonal base in Malaga with 14 routes served this
summer; Birmingham from July is only new route planned so far
Malaga has become a seasonal base for easyJet.
Although this happened operationally on 1 June, the
event was not celebrated until one week later. According
to the airline, Malaga has welcomed more easyJet
passengers than any other airport that is not already an
easyJet base.

from Berlin SXF, Dortmund, Glasgow GLA and Milan MXP
were added. Manchester service commenced in 2007,
followed by Paris CDG in 2010, London SEN in 2012,
Amsterdam in 2016, Toulouse in 2017 and, most
recently, Porto in 2019.

It joins Barcelona (year-round) and Palma de Mallorca
(also summer only which opened in 2017) as the airline’s
third Spanish base. Readers with long memories may
recall that Madrid was also an easyJet base between
February 2007 and October 2012.

Routes dropped for this summer include London SEN,
London STN, Newcastle, Porto and Toulouse. However,
Toulouse is currently bookable from March 2022. So far,
the opening of the base has yielded only one new route
for this summer, Birmingham in the UK.

First Malaga services launched from UK in 1999

This 2-weekly service (Tuesdays and Saturdays) was set
to launch in June. However, the airline’s website is
currently showing the first flight as happening on 24 July.
Competition on the route, as and when it starts, is likely
to come from Jet2.com, Ryanair and TUI Airways. The
two airports have also been connected in recent years by
Monarch and Norwegian.

Vueling. By the middle of July, easyJet will be operating
13 of its 14 planned routes for this summer with Milan
MXP service currently set to resume at the very end of
July.

This summer, easyJet appears likely to be Malaga’s third
biggest airline, well behind Ryanair but not far off

Further changes are possible, especially given the
uncertainty around travel restrictions involving the UK.

easyJet first began serving Malaga way back in 1999
from both Liverpool and London LTN. In 2002 it started
service from London LGW and also inherited routes from
Bristol, East Midlands and London STN when it acquired
British Airways’ in-house LCC Go.
Newcastle and Belfast BFS links were added in 2003 and
2004 respectively, before launching routes from its Swiss
bases in Basel and Geneva in 2005. In 2006, connections
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Several routes not resuming this summer
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Wizz Air opens new bases at Sarajevo in Bosnia & Herzegovina (on 21
May with one aircraft) and Palermo in Italy (on 1 June with two)
Sarajevo in Bosnia & Herzegovina last week became the
latest airport in Europe to celebrate the launch of a Wizz
Air base, when the ULCC stationed its first aircraft at the
airport. On Thursday 20 May the airline launched service
from Sarajevo to Dortmund and Memmingen in
Germany, with Basel/Mulhouse service starting on 21
May, followed by Copenhagen (22 May), Eindhoven (23
May) and Gothenburg (23 May).
Further new routes are set to begin in mid-June to
Brussels CRL, London LTN and Paris BVA. Another new
service is set to begin on 16 July to Stockholm NYO.
However, this route appears to be replacing the yet to
launch Luton service, which is only on sale until 12 July.
21 weekly departures on one aircraft
All routes are served 2-weekly, apart from Basel,
Copenhagen and Dortmund which will be served 3weekly. Analysis of the airline’s on-line booking tool for
the first week in July, reveals how a single aircraft can be
used to operate all 21 weekly departures. Each day the
first flight departs at 06:10 and is back in Sarajevo by
23:00. Three rotations are performed each day.

Sarajevo traffic doubles in seven years
In 2019, Sarajevo handled 1.14 million passengers, with
Turkish Airlines being the leading airline for scheduled
seat capacity, ahead of Austrian Airlines and Pegasus
Airlines. Demand had doubled since 2012 when just
580,000 passengers used the airport. In 2020, demand
fell by 78% to just 250,000 passengers. Wizz Air already
has a base in Bosnia & Herzegovina at Tuzla, located
some 80 kilometres north-north-east of Sarajevo. Wizz
Air’s website shows it is still serving 15 destinations from
Tuzla, including seven in Germany and four in Sweden.
Routes served by Wizz Air from both Sarajevo and Tuzla
are Basel/Mulhouse, Dortmund, Eindhoven, Gothenburg
and Memmingen.
Banja Luka flights started in June
Wizz Air started flying from a third airport in Bosnia &
Herzegovina in early June, when it launched its first
flights from Banja Luka in the north of the country, not
far from the Croatian border. Between 3 June and 11
June the carrier launched service to Basel/Mulhouse,
Dortmund, Eindhoven, Malmö and Stockholm NYO, with
all services planned to operate 2-weekly.
Palermo base launches on 1 June

based operations, four new domestic routes were
started to Bologna (daily), Pisa (daily), Turin (4-weekly)
and Verona (3-weekly).

Wizz Air on 1 June opened another new base, this time
in Palermo, on the Italian island of Sicily. Two A321s will
be stationed at the airport. Wizz Air began serving the
airport only last October when it began multiple-daily
flights from its new base at Milan MXP, competing
directly with easyJet and Ryanair. On the first day of
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Ryanair provides competition on all four of these routes,
Volotea competes on the Turin and Verona routes, while
Blue Air is also an option on the Turin route.
International routes starting in July
The following day, a fifth new route was opened to
Venice TSF (5-weekly). This route faces no direct
competition though both Ryanair and Volotea serve
Venice VCE. Two further new routes to Basel and London
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LTN are currently scheduled to start on 6 July and 5 July
respectively. The Luton service will compete directly with
easyJet and indirectly with British Airways (serving
Heathrow), easyJet (serving Gatwick) and Ryanair
(serving Stansted).
Wizz Air’s new base will make it the fifth biggest airline
in Palermo based on current schedule data for July.
Ryanair is by far the busiest carrier with well over 200
weekly departures planned, spread across 41 routes.
easyJet (with 10 routes), Alitalia (with just two routes,
Rome FCO and Milan LIN) and Volotea (with 17 routes)
are all vying for second place.
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Eurowings adds seven new routes in Dortmund and second aircraft
Eurowings launched not one, not two, but three new
routes from Dortmund on Wednesday 2 June (to
Alicante, Catania and Malaga), with service to Kavala in
Greece beginning the following day, Naples the day after
that, and finally Heraklion on Sunday 6 June. An
additional Greek route to Rhodes is set to be added in
early July. These seven new routes join the airline’s
existing services from Dortmund to Munich, Palma de
Mallorca and Split.
As a result, Eurowings is now basing a second Airbus
aircraft at the airport. One of the aircraft regularly based
in Dortmund is D-AIZR, which is painted in a special livery
promoting the local football team, Borussia Dortmund.
The team, once managed by both Jürgen Klopp (now at
Liverpool) and Thomas Tuchel (now at Champions
League winning Chelsea), has once again qualified for
next year’s Champions League by finishing third in this
year’s Bundesliga, though sadly 14 points adrift of
champions (again) Bayern Munich.
Eurowings and is predecessor germanwings have had a
presence in Dortmund since June 2007 when Lufthansa’s
in-house LCC began service to Faro, Ibiza, Istanbul SAW,
Palma de Mallorca and Vienna. In October 2007 further
routes were added to Munich, Split and Zagreb. The
following summer Ankara, Bastia and Zadar flights were
added, though Ibiza flights were discontinued.
Salzburg became the airline’s 12th route in October 2009
while a domestic link to Heringsdorf was added in May
2014. With the addition of the seven new routes this
summer that brings to 20 the number of destinations
ever offered by Lufthansa’s low-cost subsidiary from
Dortmund.
Eurowings is vying with Ryanair to be the second biggest
carrier in Dortmund this summer, with the Irish ULCC
planning to operate seven routes from the airport this
summer; Katowice, Krakow, London STN, Palma de
Mallorca, Porto, Thessaloniki and Vienna. A new route to
Zagreb is set to start in September. However, the biggest
carrier in Dortmund this summer is Wizz Air, which now
accounts for almost two-thirds of seat capacity at the
airport and is offering service to almost 50 destinations
this summer. Wizz Air’s impressive development at the
airport is worthy of separate analysis in due course.
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Ryanair resumes service from Venice Treviso as the airport becomes
15th Italian base; 11th busiest airport for Ryanair in Italy in June
On Tuesday 1 June, Ryanair resumed operations at
Treviso Airport (TSF) for the first time since the start of
the pandemic, during which time the airport has been
kept shut while all operations in the Venice area were
concentrated at Venice Marco Polo Airport (VCE).
Ryanair had announced last December that it would
finally be making Venice TSF a base, having served the
airport since May 1998, when service from London STN
had begun. In 2019, Venice TSF ranked as Ryanair’s 28th
busiest airport for flights (and eighth busiest in Italy), so
it is arguably long overdue (as with Paris BVA) that the
airport has become a proper base. Two 737-800s will be
stationed at the airport.
Has served over 70 routes, almost 50 this summer
Since that first service from London STN in 1998, Ryanair
has offered flights to almost 80 destinations around
Europe and North Africa. Many of these routes did not
work out and were subsequently dropped. In S19,
Ryanair served 36 destinations from Treviso, while this
summer that figure is set to rise to 48. The net gain of 12
routes comprises 22 new routes (of which 10 were
previously served from Treviso) and 10 dropped routes.
Of the 10 routes not currently served, five are domestic
routes (to Bari, Brindisi, Catania, Naples and Palermo) all
of which continue to be operated by Ryanair from Venice
VCE. This appears to be a competitive response to Wizz
Air starting domestic flights from Treviso.
As these domestic routes typically operate at higher
weekly frequencies than the domestic routes, the
number of weekly flights Ryanair is offering in June from
Marco Polo is not that far behind what it is offering from
Treviso. As a result of this split operation Treviso ranks
11th among Ryanair’s Italian airports with Marco Polo
15th. Combined they would rank seventh.
The other five routes not served this summer are
Cologne Bonn, Frankfurt FRA, Gran Canaria, Hamburg
and Stockholm NYO. Of these, two (Cologne Bonn and
Gran Canaria) are currently bookable for W21. In
addition to the five domestic routes, Ryanair is also still
serving Barcelona and London STN from Venice VCE this
summer, neither of which are served from Treviso.
The following is when Ryanair first began serving each
destination:
1998: London STN*
2001: Brussels CRL
2003: Frankfurt HHN**
2004: Girona*
2005: Liverpool*, London LTN*, Paris BVA, Rome CIA*
2006: Dublin, Shannon*
2007: Bremen*, Malta, Stockholm NYO*, Weeze*
2009: Alghero**, Cagliari, Pescara**, Trapani**

1 June: Alghero

2010: Alicante**, Barcelona*, Bari*, Bordeaux, Brindisi*,
Bristol**, East Midlands, Ibiza, Leeds/Bradford*, Malaga,
Marseille*, Oslo RYG*, Palermo*, Reus*, Seville, Valencia

2 June: Alicante, Kos

2011: Lanzarote*
2012: Billund**, Budapest, Maastricht*, Paphos**,
Wroclaw*
2013: Chania**
2014: Berlin SXF*, Brussels BRU*, Catania*, Eindhoven,
Lamezia Terme, Tenerife TFS
2016: Corfu**, Sofia
2017: Cologne Bonn*, Edinburgh, Frankfurt FRA*,
Hamburg*, Krakow, Marrakech, Naples*, Warsaw WMI

3 June: Palma de Mallorca
4 June: Chania, Frankfurt HHN,
Suceava, Trapani
5 June: Sibiu
6 June: Tel Aviv
17 June: Poznan
19 June: Riga, Thessaloniki
1 July: Bristol, Pescara
2 July: Billund
3 July: Kiev KBP, Lviv, Oslo OSL

2018: Fez, Gran Canaria*, Manchester, Vilnius

4 July: Paphos, Rhodes

2019: London SEN*, Porto, Prague

7 July: Corfu

2021: Berlin BER (replaces Berlin SXF), Kiev KBP, Kos,
Lviv, Oslo OSL, Palma de Mallorca, Poznan, Rhodes, Riga,
Sibiu, Suceava, Tel Aviv, Thessaloniki

With on-going uncertainty
regarding travel restrictions,
the exact start dates for some of these routes may still
change. All routes are planned as 2-weekly, except for
Corfu, which will be operated just weekly.

*Not served in S21 **Dropped but resumed in 2021
22 new routes starting this summer
Ryanair has already launched several of its planned new
routes from Treviso this summer, with the rest set to
follow in the coming weeks. The current plan for route
launches is:
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Wizz Air growing in Treviso
Wizz Air and Pobeda (from Moscow VKO) are the only
other carriers currently serving Treviso. Wizz Air’s focus
is on destinations in Central and Eastern Europe, notably
Romania (four destinations) and Ukraine (three).
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However, it has recently started domestic flights from
Olbia and Palermo and is set to launch a third domestic
route to Bari on 1 July. Curiously, Ryanair has never
served Olbia, except briefly from Birmingham years ago.
The Ukraine market looks like it could get interesting as
Wizz Air already serves Kiev IEV and plans to start
serving Kharkiv and Odessa in August. Ryanair currently
plans to start service to Kiev KBP and Lviv starting in July,
thus avoiding direct competition with Wizz Air.
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North America celebrates over 300 new route launches during the
last four weeks as US demand reaches >70% of pre-pandemic level
The last four weeks have seen a further steady
improvement in US demand relative to the same period
in 2019. Having passed 60% of the level from two years
ago on 31 March and then passing the 65% mark on 12
May, the 70% level was passed for the first time on
Thursday 27 May, just before the start of the Memorial
Day weekend. According to TSA data, over two million
passengers flew on Friday 11 June, a milestone not
achieved since 8 March 2020.
Airlines launch over 300 new routes in last four weeks
During the last four weeks (15 May to 11 June) The
ANKER Report has identified 315 new routes launched
by airlines across North America, the vast majority (268)
being US domestic routes. There were 15 Canadian
domestic routes and 10 between the US and Mexico.
The leading carriers for new routes were American (55),
Southwest (50), Allegiant (49), United (37), Frontier (24),
Spirit (19), Delta (16), Alaska Airlines (10) and Sun
Country (10).
Some 180 airports welcomed a new service
A total of 182 airports welcomed at least one of the 315
new routes launched in the last four weeks. Several
airports managed to celebrate at least 10 new airline
services.
18: Los Angeles
17: Myrtle Beach
16: Dallas/Fort Worth
15: Chicago ORD
13: Austin, Bozeman, Orlando, St. Louis
12: Charleston, Pensacola
11: Boston, Indianapolis
10: Nashville
The busiest US states celebrating the most new airline
services were:
73: Florida
51: California
44: Texas
36: South Carolina
26: Montana
23: Missouri
22: Illinois, Ohio
21: New York
The performances of South Carolina and Montana are
noteworthy as these are not normally the busiest states
for air travel. South Carolina has seem multiple new
services at Myrtle Beach (17), Charleston (12) and Hilton
Head Island (seven), while Montana’s leading airports for
new services have been Bozeman (13 new routes),
Kalispell (eight) and Missoula (three).
American still biggest US carrier by seats in June
Analysis of schedule data for June shows that American
has a healthy lead over its nearest rivals, Delta and
Southwest, in terms of seats offered from US airports. It
is also beating its two closest rivals in terms of its
capacity as a percentage of that offered in pre-pandemic
June 2019. However, while American is offering 91% of
seats compared with two years ago, other carriers are
doing even better. Spirit is at 95% while both Frontier
(111%) and Allegiant Air (116%) are actually offering
more than 10% more seats in June than they did two
years ago.
Miami and Salt Lake City seats up compared with 2019
Among the top 20 US airports (those offering the most
seats in June 2021), two are already offering more seats
than they did in May 2019. They are Salt Lake City (at
104.9%), where the airport’s leading airline Delta has
grown capacity by almost 4%, and Miami (at 104.1%),
where the arrival of JetBlue and Southwest, as well as
the growth of Frontier, has more than offset the drop in
international capacity.
At the other end of the ranking comes San Francisco,
where capacity is at only 43% of June 2019, with all the
leading carriers there having cut capacity and
international capacity to Asia and Europe down 76%.
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Florida’s airports still seeing greatest flight gains; Mexico’s recovery
continues in April while Canada’s airports see no real improvements
Analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule
information for June 2021 and June 2019 shows, for the
second month running, that six of the top 12 airports
with the biggest increase in the number of flights
compared with two years ago are all in Florida. Fort
Myers (or Southwest Florida Regional Airport as it
brands itself) leads the way again, with over 270 extra
weekly departures compared with June 2019
Southwest drives Myrtle Beach growth
As the name suggests, Myrtle Beach lies on the coast in
northern South Carolina. The airport handled just over
2.6 million passengers in 2019. The growth in flights has
come from all eight of the US carriers currently
operating at the airport, but was helped significantly by
Southwest Airlines starting service at the airport for the
first time on 23 May. The carrier has launched service on
ten routes; to Atlanta, Baltimore/Washington, Chicago
MDW, Columbus, Dallas DAL, Kansas City, Indianapolis,
Nashville, Pittsburgh and St. Louis. However, Spirit
remains the biggest carrier in Myrtle Beach with
passenger numbers from the airport confirming that the
carrier accounted for almost 60% of the airport’s
passengers in April.

Compared with May, the top 12 in June has seen ‘new
entries’ for Salt Lake City in Utah and Kalispell in
Montana. Salt Lake City is a major hub for Delta and that
carrier has been mainly responsible for the increase in
flights, partly thanks to new routes to Durango and
Moab in Colorado.
The airport serving Kalispell in Montana is branded as
Glacier Park International Airport and derives its IATA
airport code of FCA from its original name in the 1940s
as Flathead County Airport. The airport has welcomed
both Frontier (starting 17 June) and Sun Country (on 26
May) since June 2019, with the other five airlines serving
the airport all increasing flights. In May and June a total
of nine new services will have been added from the
airport
Mexico domestic traffic at almost 80% of 2019 figure
Analysis of the latest passenger figures from Mexico
shows that the country’s airlines carried 3.48 million
passengers on domestic routes in April. This was up
almost 10% on March 2021, but, more significantly,
down just 21.6% compared with April 2019, or at 78.4%
of 2019 figures. Volaris continued to be the leading
domestic airline with 1.49 million passengers in April (at
a load factor of almost 84%), representing almost 43% of
the total market. Next came Vivaaerobus with 27.3%,
ahead of Aeromexico (14.9%) and Aeromexico Connect
(12.0%).
International passenger numbers were 2.50 million in
April, which is down 39.1% compared with two years
earlier. The leading carriers for international passengers
in April were American (475k), United (352k) and Volaris
(258k), according to government statistics.
Canada’s restrictions still suppressing demand
Some Canadian airports have been very slow to report
2021 traffic data, maybe for good reason. The most
recent data for Toronto YYZ on its website is for
February, while only Ottawa has so far revealed figures
for May. Things may improve slightly in June as Cirium
Data and Analytics schedule information for Canadian
airports shows that while capacity was done 83% in April
and 82% in May, June capacity is down ‘only’ 78%. So it
may be July before there is any significant improvement.
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39 routes from $39: Breeze begins service on 27 May using Embraers;
Charleston, New Orleans, Norfolk and Tampa welcome most flights
You wait years for a significant new airline to launch
operations in the US and then two come along in quick
succession. First it was Avelo, with its network of leisure
oriented routes from Hollywood Burbank Airport (see
Issue 67 of The ANKER Report) and now we have Breeze
Airways (IATA code MX, last used by Mexicana), the
latest endeavour from serial airline entrepreneur David
Neeleman (Morris Air, WestJet, JetBlue and Azul). The
use of MX as the airline’s flight number code is a nod to
the airline project’s working title of Moxy Airways.
Initial fleet of Embraer jets while waiting for A220-300s
The airline’s initial fleet comprises a mix of Embraer
E190s and E195s which appear to have been previously
operated by a mix of Azul and Air Canada, according to
analysis of fleet data from planespotters.net. The
majority of these aircraft are over a dozen years old.
Back in 2019 the airline signed an MoU with Airbus for
60 A220-300s. Since then, the order has been increased
to 80 aircraft, with deliveries set to start in October
2021.
39 routes spread across 16 airports
Having made clear that its business model was to
connect underserved medium-sized airports with direct,
non-stop service, there had been much speculation
about the airline’s initial network. When it was finally
revealed, a total of 39 routes were announced involving
16 airports. The full list of flights from each airport is:
• Charleston (11): Akron/Canton, Columbus, Hartford,
Huntsville, Louisville, New Orleans, Norfolk,
Pittsburgh, Providence, Richmond, Tampa
• New Orleans (10): Akron/Canton, Charleston,
Columbus, Fayetteville, Huntsville, Louisville, Norfolk,
Oklahoma City, Richmond, Tulsa
• Tampa (10): Akron/Canton, Charleston, Columbus,
Fayetteville, Huntsville, Louisville, Norfolk, Oklahoma
City, Richmond, Tulsa
• Norfolk (7): Charleston, Columbus, Hartford, New
Orleans, Pittsburgh, Providence, Tampa
• Columbus (5): Charleston, Hartford, New Orleans,
Norfolk, Tampa
• Hartford (4): Charleston, Columbus, Norfolk,
Pittsburgh
• Pittsburgh (4): Charleston, Hartford, Norfolk,
Providence
• Akron/Canton (3): Charleston, New Orleans, Tampa
• Fayetteville (3): New Orleans, San Antonio, Tampa
• Huntsville (3): Charleston, New Orleans, Tampa
• Louisville (3): Charleston, New Orleans, Tampa
• Oklahoma City (3): New Orleans, San Antonio, Tampa
• Providence (3): Charleston, Norfolk, Pittsburgh
• Richmond (3): Charleston, New Orleans, Tampa
• San Antonio (3): Fayetteville, Oklahoma City, Tulsa
• Tulsa (3): New Orleans, San Antonio, Tampa
Most of these routes are currently set to fly 4-weekly; on
Mondays, Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays. In fact,
analysis of the airline’s current flight schedule shows no
flights operating on Tuesdays and Wednesdays and very
few on Saturdays. In scheduling terms this makes the
airline similar to ULCC Allegiant Air, which also tends to
focus its flying on the most popular days for travel. In
July there will be competition on just seven of the 39
routes, with Tampa to Columbus seeing competition
from Southwest and Spirit, which should be interesting.
Tampa to Charleston was first flight
Despite only announcing its initial route network on 21
May, the airline has managed to launch a handful of
routes before the potentially lucrative Memorial Day
weekend (29-31 May). These were Charleston to Tampa,
Hartford and Louisville, and between Tampa and
Louisville. The airline’s inaugural flight (MX1) took off
from Tampa at 10:44 on Thursday 27 May and touched
down in Charleston 65 minutes later at 11:49. It was
operated by an E195, registration N190BZ. This was
followed by the first flight from Charleston to Hartford
(MX2). Those flight numbers were temporary replaced
by three-digit flight numbers within days.
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Corendon
...
Spirit landsAirlines
in Louisville
with four routes; three more to launch soon
Spirit Airlines added Louisville in Kentucky to its everexpanding US network when it launched four routes from the
airport on 27 May. Fort Lauderdale and Orlando MCO in
Florida, as well as Las Vegas and Los Angeles, will all be served
daily. The Los Angeles connection is a new destination for the
airport. The other three routes are all served by Southwest,
with Allegiant also offering service to Fort Lauderdale and Las
Vegas, and American and Frontier providing additional choice
on the Orlando route.
Another Florida destination, Pensacola, is set to launch on 10
June with 3-weekly service. This route is not served by any
other carrier. This will be followed in mid-November by two
more destination; Fort Myers (4-weekly) and Tampa (3weekly).
Southwest also serves both of these markets, while
newcomer Breeze is also serving the Tampa market. The new
Spirit routes to Fort Myers and Tampa were announced on
the same day as the airline began operations in Louisville.
Spirit will be operating some 30 weekly departures from
Louisville across five routes by the end of August, making it
the fifth busiest airline at the airport. It will account for just
under 6% of all flights, well behind American (38%), Delta
(19%), Southwest (16%) and United (15%).
For a look at how Louisville’s traffic has evolved over the last
decade, check out the airport mini-profile in Issue 67 of The
ANKER Report.

Sun Country races into Indianapolis just in time for the Indy 500
Sun Country Airlines launched its first route to Indianapolis on
28 May, just in time for the Memorial Day weekend and the
legendary Indy 500 race. A 2-weekly service (Mondays and
Fridays) from Minneapolis/St. Paul was the airline’s inaugural
route, operated by the airline’s 737-800s. The route is already
served up to 6-daily by Delta.
Sun Country becomes the ninth US carrier to serve
Indianapolis. Sun Country has already planned a second route
to Indianapolis, from Orlando (also operating 2-weekly),
which will start in early September. That route is already
currently served by American (weekly), Frontier (daily), Spirit
(2-daily) and Southwest (25-weekly).
Since the beginning of the year Indianapolis has welcomed
new services from Allegiant (Boston, Los Angeles), American
(Boston and Orlando), Southwest (Myrtle Beach, Panama ECP
and Sarasota/Bradenton) and United (Charleston, Hilton Head
Island and Portland PWM). More recently, Spirit launched
Pensacola service on 11 June, with Southwest adding Miami
the following day.
In 2019, Indianapolis handled 9.54 million passengers, of
which fewer than 200,000 were on international flights. Back
in May 2018, Delta had launched international service to
France with a daily service to Paris CDG. Appropriately
enough, the outbound service operated with the flight
number DL500 and the return as DL501.

Southwest Airlines begins first ever flights to Montana
Montana became the latest state to welcome Southwest
Airlines service, when Bozeman Yellowstone International
Airport (IATA code BZN) welcomed the airline’s first flight
from Denver on 27 May, just in time for the Memorial Day
weekend. On the same day, the airline also began service
from its base in Las Vegas. The Denver route is now operating
4-daily with competition coming from United Airlines (6-daily)
and Frontier Airlines (3-weekly). On the Las Vegas route
Allegiant offers a 2-weekly service (on Thursdays and
Sundays).
On Sunday 6 June, Southwest added three more routes to
Bozeman; 2-weekly (Saturday and Sunday) services from its
bases at Chicago MDW, Dallas DAL and Phoenix PHX. The only
direct competition on these three routes is from American
who operate a daily service from Phoenix PHX. Additional
indirect competition comes from American and United, who
both offer daily flights to Bozeman from Chicago ORD,
American’s 2-daily service from Dallas DFW and Allegiant’s 2weekly service from Phoenix AZA.
With these new services, Southwest will be the fourth biggest
carrier by flights (and third biggest by seats) after United and
Delta in Bozeman in June. Since the beginning of 2021, there
have also been new services from Alaska Airlines (from San
Diego), Allegiant (from Austin, Oakland and San Diego),
American (from New York LGA, Philadelphia and Phoenix),
Avelo (from Burbank) and Delta (from New York JFK).
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